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Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are the Early Adopter Libraries and Vendors. Today, this number has at least tripled. The major ILS systems have adopted BIBFRAME and are now converting MARC records and publishing the data to the Web for their customers. EBSCO Novelist and Evanced are among other vendors who have recently announced they are jumping into the Linked Data game.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is our original Sno-Isle Libraries Early Adopter Group. For the past year, we have been learning, experimenting and presenting at various venues what we have learned. We still keep in touch regularly with our other Early Adopter Libraries and we are just starting to get involved with a group to explore and learn more about measuring and analyzing the data we are gathering about how our linked data is getting used.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In April and June, this team went through an intensive training with our vendor, Zepheira. Training lasted about six weeks and when we started, we had no idea what to expect. The training helped us understand what to expect and gave us a better understanding of what we needed to do to be more discoverable.We learned about their conversion tools. The things that actually transform MARC data into BIBFRAME.We also learned a lot about Search Engine Optimization and how search engines might use our data.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once we completed the course, we moved on to our readiness assessment.This step has us take a serious look at our data with a critical eye.We were trying to find problems that may crop up during implementation. In order to do this, we sent Zepheira 100,000 of our records for a test conversion.Turns out, our data was in good shape. There were very few errors discovered and our data was highly connected.Zepheira indicated that we were above average in the quality of our records. Thisn told the project team that our data is in good shape, and was ready for the next step in the project.... Implementation 
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Presentation Notes
The Implementation and Exploration phase in an ongoing process.Ultimately, we’ve done it – we’ve released our records to the web.Sno-Isle has published 380,000 of our records which translated into over 1.5 million links or individual URIs
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
When we first started in this project it took a couple of days per month to figure out how to extract 350,000 MARC records, convert it to XML and send off to our vendor Zepheira who would then convert those records into BIBFRAME data and then publish it on the web. Once published the spider can crawl it, index it and deliver it up in Search Engine Search results. This same process now takes us 10 minutes per month. We have automated much of the process and our tools have become much better. Since III, our ILS vendor, is now beginning to perform these functions, it could be just a matter of time before they take over the entire process for us.



We Publish Linked Data through Local Link Graphs

link.sno-isle.org is our portal page
Each “Resource” is 
published and linked in the 
Library’s Local Link Graph 
pages.

The data is designed to 
bring together disparate 
resources, surface 
relationships and provide 
entry paths for the Web into 
what’s available in the 
library.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This web page for link.sno-isle.org contains every bit of our catalog data transformed into little mini web addresses. As you can see, our library location data is also published here to keep our catalog data linked geographically.



Page 2 of Google Results

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once the data is published and indexed, it makes it possible for our content to show up in results. Now we are there as a choice. Amazon, Good Reads and others are on page 1, but page 2 isn’t bad.



Linked Data Page for a Title - Thumbelina

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This shows you what happens when you search for a title and you land on a link.sno-isle.org page. It will automatically redirect you to our catalog page in seconds. Again, this is not for human consumption it is for the computer to read. Again you will notice it is also tied to our locations.



Page 1 of Google Results 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
However, this shows a search done for Norman Lenfest. This time we show up on page one of Google results. This is an example of a title that first showed up as a link.sno-isle.org record and over time, the web learned because of the redirect,  that the catalog.sno-isle.org is a much better place for a  result. So over time, our records transform into our catalog page. This happens to be a unique title to Sno-Isle since it is a digitized image and we have seen that unique content often shows up higher in page rank.
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Libraries Publish Linked Data through 
Local Link Graphs

Each “Resource” is published and linked in the Library’s 
Local Link Graph pages.

The data is designed to to bring together disparate 
resources, surface relationships and provide entry paths 
for the Web into what’s available in the library.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’d like to give you just a very high overview of the relationships between MARC, RDA and BIBFRAME. I am going under the assumption that many of you are very familiar with these terms and that many do not have a clue what I am talking about. I will be brief! MARC has been the vehicle that contains that metadata. It was designed in the early days of computing so a computer with the right software – Typically ILS software -  could read it, display it and allow a person to interact with it. It has served the library well and continues to do so for now. It has forced libraries to maintain data standards and this is probably the most important thing MARC has done. When you have standards applied to data, you have consistency and more powerful access. It also makes that data easier to migrate to new platforms. MARC has been doing its fine job since the late 1960s, early 70s. The data input into MARC is guided by the Library Cataloging Book of Rules – AACR2. AACR2  was created in 1967 and has not been updated since 2005.  So the library world recognized the need to replace AACR2 with a new book of rules and standards for descriptive metadata. The new rule book is called Resource, Description and Acces or RDA. It was fully implemented in 2012. It is a more flexible set of rules and focuses more on relationships between works, expressions and manifestations. This is not breaking news, but computing has changed. The way people interact with data has changed. We have all heard of the question being asked “Are libraries still relevant now that we have Google and eBooks?”  We know how good we are and what good stuff we have. But does the rest of the world?  We have put our meticulously curated data into the MARC container so no matter what set of rules you use to describe your data it is still locked tight into MARC for only your Library System software to see. Remember that spider on the wall? The spider is Google and the Wall is MARC data.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now that our data has been published, this is what the main page looks like. If you want to know what a title looks like, you can go to the link at the top of this slide and see it for yourself.The next step would is to have Search Engines crawl our records, and this has already begun.Keep in mind that we have published over 1.5 million links, and these are meant to be machine readable and are not designed for our users.If a user lands on one of these pages from the search engine, it will count down from 10 before re-directed them to our catalog.
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A ‘Person Resource’ doesn’t yet have a 
Catalog page, but look at what our data can 
teach the Web…
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Measuring the amount of referrals from
www.google.com >  catalog.sno-isle.org

Presenter
Presentation Notes
That means that, in theory, we should see an increase in the number of referrals from Google.We have seen a bit of a bump in the number of referrals directly from Google.Now, these are just numbers for one search engine, and Google happens to have indexed more of our pages than any other Search Engine.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
You may be asking, what is it that people are searching for?This chart represents the number of bibliographic records found in each category, but does not take into account the popularity. Well, luckily, the control number for the bibliographic record is caught by google analytics during the referral process.We imported these control numbers into our system and analyzed themIt appears Adult Nonfiction, DVD, and electronic resources are the top three categories.We also see International was relatively high here.There is a lot of interesting data being gathered, and we find something new and interesting almost every day.To talk more about what is upcoming,  new, and interesting, let me hand it off to Eric Miller
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2. HTTP://ZEPHEIRA.COM/LIBRARYLINKACTIVATION
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http://zepheira.com/librarylinkactivation
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